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ZF is
Propulsion.
ZF is a global leader in driveline and chassis technology as well as active and passive safety technology.
The company has a global workforce of 146,000 with
approximately 230 locations in some 40 countries.
ZF Marine is recognized as an outstanding and reliable
partner for propulsion systems, supplying complete
driveline systems as well as components for all types
of vessels such as motor yachts, watersports boats,
sailboats, government craft, high-speed ferries, workboats and commercial vessels, covering a power range
from 10 to 12,000 kilowatts.
The product portfolio includes a comprehensive range
of transmissions (reversing, non-reversing and hybrid),
propellers, steering systems, electronic control systems,
azimuth thrusters, tunnel thrusters and sail drives.
ZF annually invests about 6% of its sales in research and
development. Marine products benefit from ZF Group R&D
investments e.g. through design of light gearboxes with
high torque transfer rate, worldwide unique acoustics test
benches and continuous development of single parts.
Excellent products are backed-up by dedicated 24/7
service through the extensive worldwide network of
ZF Marine.
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Transmissions for
commercial & fast
craft applications
ZF provides a complete line of compact, high performance transmissions, specially configured to meet
designer’s requirements. Numerous ratios are available
that perfectly match today’s medium- and high-speed
diesel engines. Highest quality standards, intelligent
design concepts and ease of maintenance ensure
compliance with specified operating profiles at
minimum down-time and life cycle cost.
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Fast craft applications
Large motor yachts, superyachts,
offshore supply vessels, government vessels and fast ferries are
typical applications for this series
of marine transmissions. It is characterized by an optimum powerto-weight ratio, capable of withstanding high loads under extreme
operating conditions.

ZF 83000

Commercial applications
With its outstanding ToughGear
series ZF Marine provides a complete line of heavy-duty transmissions featuring robust cast iron
housings built to ZF’s industry
recognized “Class 1A” specification.
Numerous ratios are available that
perfectly match today’s mediumspeed diesel engines.

Hybrid-ready
transmissions
For installation in medium and large
vessels ZF Marine has developed
a series of hybrid-ready marine
transmissions for commercial and
fast craft applications. Variants of
both the ToughGear series and fast
craft transmissions feature optional
Power Take-In (PTI) drives with
various gear ratios.

ZF 8300 PTI
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Transmissions for
commercial & fast
craft applications
Power range of ZF transmissions
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ZF W103100
ZF W93300
ZF W83000
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ZF W43000
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ZF W11000
ZF W10000
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ZF W5300
ZF W3000
ZF W2000
Engine power in kW (ZF Light, Medium, Continuous Duty)

Transmission series
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ZF 83700
ZF 60000
ZF 53000
ZF 40000
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Transmission configurations
ToughGear
transmission
series

PTI
option

PTO
option

PTH
option

Shallow
case

Semi
deep
case

Deep
case

NR

NC

Shaft
brake

A
AA

R
RR

VV V

LL L

ZF W103100

CEW

ZF W93300

CEW

ZF W83000

CEW

ZF W63000

CEW

ZF W43000

CEW

CEW

ZF W33100

CEW

CEW

CEW

ZF W17000

CEW/EW CEW/EW

ZF W11000

CEW/EW CEW/EW

ZF W10000

CEW/EW CEW/EW

ZF W7600

CEW/EW CEW/EW

ZF W5300

CEW/EW CEW/EW

ZF W3000

CEW/EW CEW/EW

ZF W2000

CEW/EW CEW/EW

Transmission
series

PTI
option

PTO
option

Shallow
case

Semi
deep
case

Deep
case

A and V

C

D

A
AAA A

A A

A

VVVV V

V V

V

AUTOTROLL

NR2H
L/R

NR2

R
RRR R

R R

R

LLLL L

L L

L

NR2B

ZF 83700

1

ZF 60000

1

ZF 53000

1

ZF 40000

1

1

1

ZF 30000

1

1

1

ZF 24000

1

1

1

ZF 9000

1

1

1

ZF 8000

1

1

1

ZF 7600

1

1

1

ZF 5000

1

1

ZF 23000
ZF 11000
ZF 10000

ZF 3000
ZF 2000
¹ Waterjet only / Abbreviations: PTI: power take-in, PTO: power take-out, PTH: power take home, A: down-angle, V: remote V-drive, C: coaxial, D: diagonal, NC: no clutch, NR: non-reversing, NR2: non
reversing/ two shafts (input above output), NR2B: non-reversing/two shafts (input below output), NR2H: non-reversing/two shafts (input horizontal output), EW: engine-wise, CEW: counter engine-wise
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Transmissions for
pleasure craft applications
ZF offers a wide range of lightweight and robust transmissions
suitable for all types of engines and propulsion systems,
covering every application, such as motor yachts, cruisers,
sport fishing vessels, watersports boats and sail boats, but
also patrol boats, fishing and small commercial vessels.

ZF 30 M

ZF 68
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While the mechanically operated “M”-series transmissions are typically installed in lower horsepower appli
cations such as sailboats and river craft, they are also
utilized in life saving applications such as lifeboats.
ZF transmissions for pleasure craft applications are designed for both forward and reverse reduction operation.
The mid-range transmissions are primarily employed in
various types of pleasure craft including watersports
boats, sport fishing vessels, cruisers and luxury motor
yachts. Transmissions with higher power ratings are
equipped with ZF Marine’s innovative SuperShift2
clutch control.
The transmissions are made of a robust yet lightweight
sea-water resistant aluminum alloy housing. The output
shaft thrust bearings of these transmissions are designed to take maximum propeller thrust astern and
ahead. All the gears are calculated and optimized for
minimum noise and maximum strength, case hardened
with precisely ground gear teeth for long life and smooth
running.
The transmissions are compatible with all types of
engines and propulsion systems, including waterjets
and surface-piercing propellers. They are built to stand
up to not only pleasure craft but commercial vessel duty
cycles. All of ZF Marine’s transmission design, manufacture and quality control standards meet ISO 9001.
The 2-speed (TS) series transmissions have been developed for applications, where optimum acceleration,
safety and maneuverability are determining factors.
These 2-speed, power-shift, reverse reduction marine
transmissions are equipped with a planetary step-up
gear on the power input side and electric shift from first
to second speed.

ZF 335

ZF 500

ZF 665
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Transmissions for
pleasure craft applications

Power range of ZF transmissions
Transmission
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ZF 665
ZF 550
ZF 510
ZF 500
ZF 370
ZF 360
ZF 335
ZF 325
ZF 305
ZF 301
ZF 286
ZF 280
ZF 220
ZF 85
ZF 68
ZF 48
ZF 45
ZF 30 M
ZF 25
ZF 25 M
ZF 15 M
ZF 12 M
Engine power in kW (ZF Pleasure Duty)
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Parallel offset

Down-angle

V-drive

Coaxial

Parallel offset

Down angle

V-drive

Coaxial

Transmission
configurations
Transmission
ZF 665
ZF 550
ZF 510
ZF 500
ZF 370
ZF 360
ZF 335
ZF 325
ZF 305
ZF 301
ZF 286
ZF 280
ZF 220
ZF 85
ZF 68
ZF 48
ZF 45
ZF 30 M
ZF 25
ZF 25 M
ZF 15 M
ZF 12 M
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Transmission functionalities
In addition to their large variety and versatility ZF Marine
transmissions deliver another strong asset in terms of
their outstanding functionalities.

Dynamic positioning capabilities
Transmissions from ZF Marine are designed to work in the
most demanding applications. Our systems are designed
for the tough duty cycles that workboats face.
The SuperShift2 and AutoTroll features, combined with ZF
controls enable the propulsion system to respond quickly
and with the right amount of thrust to hold the vessel’s
position even in challenging weather conditions.
For as long as the vessel needs to be on station, repeated
gear engagements, reversals, and exact propeller speed
are all available with no risk of damage to the propulsion system.

ZF Marine SuperShift2 is a mechanical / hydraulic
clutch control system operated by solenoid valves.
The system incorporates standard components only
and does not require electronic controls. This insures
the maximum possible durability and dependability.
SuperShift2 is fitted to transmissions of ZF Marine
propulsion systems as standard equipment at no
extra cost.

SuperShift2 delivers
Quick, smooth and practically undetectable
shift engagement
• Precise and predictable control of transmission
output, thus providing excellent low-speed
vessel maneuverability
• Seamless interaction with ZF’s Joystick
Maneuvering System (JMS)
• Utilizes ZF Marine’s proven reliable
transmission technology
• Clutch pressure, modulated in two steps,
allowing fast shifts without engine stall
• Shift quality is not effected in any emergency
situations
• “Get home” capability incorporated in all models
• Satisfies all requirements of any classification
standard
• Compatible with other control features
such as Electric Trolling, AutoTroll and
Dynamic Positioning
•
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clutch slip due to reduced
clutch pressure n1 > n2

Engine

n¹

n²

Pv

Transmission

i

Propeller

n³

n1 = engine speed
n2 = speed on secondary side of transmission clutch
n3 = propeller speed
PV = heat loss
i = transmission ratio

The ZF AutoTroll system provides infinitely variable
propeller speed control when there is a need to run
slower than the engine idle speed. AutoTroll
allows operators to increase or reduce transmission
slip to match the exact amount of thrust required
during low speed operation for extended periods
without risking damage to the transmission.
Wind
10-15 knots

Typical applications are:
Slow speed cruising
Maneuvering in harbors and moorings
Towing small boats
Sport fishing at optimum trolling speed

•
•
•
•

Current
3.5 knots

Wind
10-15 knots

1

Wind
10-15 knots

Current
3.5 knots

Current
3.5 knots

direction
Using ZF iAnchor as the base platform, ZF Bow
iDrift
technology offers the ability to control drift speed
and direction when the vessel is in windy conditions and/or active current – all while maintaining
the bow’s heading. Depending on the direction and
Boat direction
strength of the wind and/or current, the bow
can be
3.5 knots
oriented to the desired heading, then ZF iDrift can
be activated.
ZF iDrift is the perfect solution to control the vessel’s
drift speed and heading when kite fishing, bottom
fishing, or wreck fishing.
Current
Wind
3.5 knots
10-15 knots
Boat is bow first into the current,
which is running at 3.5 knots,

1

Without iDrift®

and wind is on the port bow at 10-15 knots. The wind will push
the bow to the starboard (right) and the boat will drift with the
Thruster
current at 3.5 knots, but it will be pushed to the starboard
because of the effect of the wind.
2

W
10

Bow direction
Boat direction
3.5 knots

Boat direction
3.5 knots

2

Wind
10-15 knots

Wind
10-15 knots

iDrift® – Controlled Drift Mode (Surge & Sway)

The Surge Control allows the boat to drift at 1 knot, and now
the Sway Control holds theMain
boatengines
– to not let it move to starboard
due to the wind. The bow still holds its direction on the compass
heading, the main engines are engaged, and the starboard
(right)
Boat direction
engine works to keep the boat from drifting to starboard
– the
1 knot
boat actually drifts straight backwards at 1 knot.
All the functionality of ZF iDrift is fully engaged.

Thruster

Current
3.5 knots

Current
3.5 knots

Thruster

W
10

Thruster
Main engines

Main engines

Surge control – 1 knot
Sway control – 0 knots

Boat direction
1 knot

Boat direction
1 knot

M
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Propulsors
Watersports boats, sport fishing vessels, cruisers,
motor yachts, sailing yachts or commercial and fast craft
vessels – different boat types require different types of
propulsors. The ZF product range includes surface drives,
sail boat propulsion and fixed pitch propellers, and thus,
offers the right propulsion for every application.

Bracket strut

Shaft

FPP

Coupling

Sterntube

Seal

Propulsion shafting design
In order to extract the full power of the engines, ZF
is able to offer a large variety of essential parts starting from the transmission all the way to the custom
designed propellers. Being able to provide shafting
designs by using the required shafting calculations
means that ZF is able to suit each customer’s different needs of performance, price and purpose. All
our proposals offer the full ZF package from gearbox,
couplings, seals, bearings, sterntubes, shafts,
brackets to the propellers.

All these parts are machined and matched perfectly in
our ZF Propellers factory in Kaohsiung (Taiwan) to offer
the highest quality standards adhering to any IACS
societies rules. Additionally propellers blade thickness
and stress level can be checked using our purpose
built software taking into consideration non-uniform
loading over the blade. This method is approved by
most IACS societies and can be used as an alternative
to the rules to make propeller blade thinner and more
efficient.
Note: Shafting package currently available for the Asia region only
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Surface drives
ZF SeaRex represents the most
advanced and efficient technology
in surface drives and is the perfect
propulsion solution for high speed
boats. It also offers special patented
options, such as automatically controlled trim and steering.

Sail boat propulsion
Exceptional hydrodynamic efficiency
and highest design flexibility –
with unmatched maneuverability
provided by the integrated joystick
in the SPP version – is what characterizes the ZF Sail Drive system.
Ease of installation as well as its
compatibility with a large variety
of fixed and foldable propellers are
additional benefits.

ZF SD SPP

Fixed pitch propellers
Custom-designed and standard fixed
pitch propellers are specialties of ZF
Marine. Propellers of various designs
for all kinds of craft are available,
employing sophisticated CAD-CAM
design and manufacturing tools and
meeting the highest standards in
quality and efficiency.

ZF Propellers
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Thruster systems
ZF Marine develops, designs and produces tailor-made
thruster systems for all types of vessels. The product
line comprises azimuth thrusters which are 360° steerable
as well as transverse thrusters. The scope of supply is
complete with the ZF ThrusterCommand control system.

Power range of ZF thrusters*
Thruster series

0

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

ZF AT 8000
ZF AT 7000
ZF AT 6000
ZF AT 5000
ZF AT 4000
ZF AT 400
ZF AT 3000
ZF AT 2000
Engine power in kW

Fixed Pitch Tunnel
Thruster

Controllable Pitch
Tunnel Thruster

Series
ZF TT 1000 – 8000 FP

Series
ZF TT 4000 – 5000 CP

100 kW – 2,000 kW input
power.

500 kW – 850 kW input power.

Versions
L-Drive
Z-Drive

Versions
L-Drive
Z-Drive

*Rating, subject to classification and application. Mentioned data for indication purposes only.
Consult ZF Marine technical staff to determine applicable power for each specific use.
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Well Mounted
Azimuth Thruster

Contra Rotation
Azimuth Thruster

Retractable
Azimuth Thruster

Series
ZF AT 2000 – 8000 WM-FP

Series
ZF AT 2000 – 5000 WM-CR

Series
ZF AT 2000 – 8000 RT-FP

Well mounted (placed below
deck) azimuth thrusters, fixed
pitch propeller, diesel, electric
or hydraulic drive, 200 kW –
2,000 kW input power.

360° steerable azimuth thruster
with contra rotating propellers
for higher efficiency and comfort
on board, 150 kW – 770 kW.

Retractable azimuth thruster,
mostly used as auxiliary or back
up propulsion, designed for
offshore applications like OSVs
and PSVs, 200 kW – 2,000 kW.

Versions
L-Drive (vertical input shaft)
Z-Drive (horizontal input shaft)

Versions
L-Drive
Z-Drive

Versions
L-Drive
Z-Drive

Deck Mounted
Azimuth Thruster

Stern Mounted
Azimuth Thruster

Shallow Draught
Thruster

Series
ZF AT 2000 – 6000 DM-FP

Series
ZF AT 2000 – 6000 SM-FP

Series
ZF SDT 2000 – 6000 FP

Deck mounted azimuth
thruster placed on deck,
containerized prime mover,
180 kW – 1,200 kW.

180 kW – 1,200 kW.

Shallow draught thrusters for
use in shallow waters. 100 kW
– 825 kW input power.

Version
Z-Drive

Versions
L-Drive
Z-Drive

Versions
L-Drive
Z-Drive
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Control systems
Reliable, responsive control systems for both
mechanical and electronic applications are an
essential element of ZF Marine propulsion systems.

ZF control systems are designed to smoothly interface
with most engine options and our complete transmissions
range, either for leisure, professional or very heavy com
mercial applications. They comply with highest classification standards, make installation easy for boat builders and
operation comfortable for boat owners.
Whatever the application – from the most basic marine applications to large offshore supply vessels with highly sophisticated dynamic positioning equipment or luxury yachts –
we provide the suitable propulsion control systems for
mechanical or electronic engine and transmission operation.
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The ZF ThrusterCommand is designed to control a single azimuth thruster, providing follow-up steering- and
propulsion control, as well as independent backup- and
emergency stop functionality. Moreover, it is capable of
interfacing with diesel engines and electric or hydraulic
motors as power source for propulsion. For steering the
system interfaces with a hydraulic or electric steering
system.

Wheelhouse

Control panel AT

Control panel TT

Thruster room
TCU

TCU

Feedback
signals

Signals to
thruster for
steering and
clutch control

Signals to drive for speed
and direction control

Signals to
prime mover

Signals to / from:
• DP system
• Autopilot
• Single Joystick system

Feedback
signals
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Control systems
All of ZF Marine’s control systems carry our product
“DNA”, features that you will find across all of our
control systems families.

Standard features of ZF Marine control systems include
•
•
•
•

“Plug and Play” installation for a simplified install
Push button set up for easy parameter configuration
Neutral start interlock to prevent unintended in gear
engine start
Emergency reversal protection allows safe shifting
from full ahead to full reverse in one motion

These features are evidence of ZF Marine‘s understanding of what safe and unobstructed boat handling is all
about.

MicroCommander ® / ClearCommand ®

CruiseCommand ®

MicroCommander and ClearCommand are robust
controls that have been long established as industry
standards in electronic controls technology. Both systems are suited to applications utilizing mechanically
actuated engines and transmissions or any combination of electronic throttle or shift.
Premium ClearCommand was developed specifically
for unique applications in multi-engine commercial,
and very large pleasure craft vessel applications. It is
designed to interface with many commercially available DP systems and meets the stringent standards
of most classification societies.

CruiseCommand is the next step based on the proven
MicroCommander and ClearCommand product families.
It is designed specifically for larger vessels with multiple
control stations and electronic engines and electrically
shifted transmissions. CruiseCommand incorporates
all the standard features of ZF Marine control systems
including warm up mode, station transfer, single lever
operation, and engine synchronization.
Electric trolling valve control is a standard feature with
CruiseCommand and can be activated as part of the
initial system set up. This allows for a range of low
speed control at engine idle.
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MiniCommand

SmartCommand ®

MiniCommand is the evolution of standard electronic
controls. MiniCommand provides affordable single
or twin lever control of electronically actuated diesel
engines and marine transmissions. Designed specifically for pleasure craft and light duty commercial
applications up to 60 feet in length, with a maximum
of two control stations, the MiniCommand control
processor incorporates the logic circuits for two
engines and transmissions in one compact package.

SmartCommand, a powerful control system for
electronically controlled engines and ZF transmissions,
integrates the latest in CANbus technology with a
user-friendly multifunction control head for up to six
vessel control stations.
SmartCommand provides complete control with dedicated control modes for all standard ZF Marine control
system functions with the addition of Easidock, and
AutoTroll.

JMS ® featuring iDrift ® and iAnchor ®

SteerCommand

ZF Marine’s Joystick Maneuvering System (JMS)
operates off of the SmartCommand control system,
offering simple and intuitive vessel control at your
fingertips.
JMS manages the vessel’s main engines, ZF transmissions and bow thruster all through the joystick,
giving the operator precise speed, smooth maneuvering and easy docking. JMS offers vessel operators
the ability to move the vessel sideways or rotate 360
degrees on the vessel’s axis. The control functions
iAnchor (automatic positioning) and iDrift (drift speed
and direction control) are unique JMS features.

Based on the SmartCommand platform, SteerCommand
brings to marine the most advanced steer-by-wire technology for unparalleled performance and greatest ease
of installation.
Traditional bulky hydraulic steering systems with their
plumbing and many liters of fluid are now replaced
with simple electronic harnesses. The vessel control
experience is also significantly improved. Steering feel
at the helm is more precise, and ZF Marine’s patented
force feedback system offers rudder feel at the helm.
Individual rudder controls offer increased maneuverabi
lity by allowing each rudder to move independently.
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ZF aftersales-service for
marine applications
From our Product Competence Center (PCC) we are able
to provide full support for systems, components and software. Support comes directly from the production and
development departments of our products. Especially
during the launch of new products, the close cooperation
between aftersales, product development and production
is key for success. We have the operating and maintenance procedures defined and the product and service
documentation is ready.

Each PCC has state-of-the-art equipment to test
products and components to train our network on a
particular product. To ensure rapid availability of parts
for the entire network each PCC has an independent
aftersales warehouse and a dedicated customer service
team. The team of „Flying Doctors“ at each PCC is
always ready to backup our local partners. This
guarantees prompt solutions for our customers.

Product Competence Center (PCC)
Commercial / fast craft transmissions
Location:

Friedrichshafen, GERMANY

Product range:

Commercial / fast craft transmissions

Product Competence Center (PCC)
Commercial craft thruster systems
Location:

Krimpen aan de Lek, NETHERLANDS

Product range:

Commercial craft thruster systems

Product Competence Center (PCC)
Pleasure craft applications
Locations:

Arco (TN), ITALY
Padova (PD), ITALY

Product range:

Pleasure craft applications

Product Competence Center (PCC)
Commercial/fast craft and pleasure
craft applications
Locations:

Kaohsiung City, TAIWAN

Product range:

Fixed pitch propellers for pleasure craft
and commercial/fast craft applications
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SERVICES
MAT TER
Our service offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ZF 9300 PTI

Well Mounted
Azimuth Thruster

Product registration
Transmission retrofit & modifications
Repair & testing
Scheduled maintenance
Preventive maintenance & overhauls
Spare parts & spare units
Integrated Logistic Support
Training

ZF 40000

Contra Rotation
Azimuth Thruster

Control levers / joysticks

Find your nearest service
location and go to
www.zf.com/marine-service

ZF 60000

Deck Mounted
Azimuth Thruster

Control systems

Standard and custom designed propellers

Retractable
Azimuth Thruster

ZF W11000 series

Shallow Draught
Thruster

ZF 550 ATS / ZF 335

Propulsion shafting design

Tunnel Thruster

Surface drive systems

Control panels

Sail drives
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ZF Marine global aftersales
& service network

Krimpen

Friedrichshafen
Arco

Edmonton

Padova

Calgary

Vancouver

Missisauga St. Rose
Vernon Hills
Boston
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Orange
Wilmington
North Charleston
Houston Beach
Beaufort
New
Miramar
Orleans
México

Mukilteo
San Francisco
Los Angeles

Cabo San Lucas

Casablanca

Algiers Tunis

Mérida

Acapulco

Cartagena
Panama City

Maracaibo

Lagos
Accra

Guayaquil

Santana
Belém
Acarau
Manaus
Santarem

Lima

Luanda

Porto Velho
Guajara-Mirim

Salvador de Bahía

Sorocaba
Asunción
Viña del Mar

Rio de Janeiro
Itajaí
Porto Alegre
Mar del Plata

Capetown
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Product Competence Center

Customer satisfaction with the
products and services provided by
ZF is the topmost objective in all our
company’s activities. All services
integrated into the product cycle,
ranging from development and
consultancy to aftermarket service
are focused on this. Thus, proximity
to international customers is of great
significance to ZF.

Regional or Sub-Regional Competence Center
Local Competence Center

St. Petersburg
Moscow

N. Novgorod
Volgograd

Irkutsk

Tolyatti Samara

Odessa

Rostov
Bukarest

Vladivostok

Istanbul

Beijing

Haifa
Cairo

Kuwait

Seoul

Shanghai

Chongqing

Doha

Taipei

Shenzhen

Dubai

Kaohsiung City

Hong Kong

Mumbai

Manila

Bangkok

Kuala Lumpur

Dar es Salaam

Tokyo

Singapore

Jakarta
Darwin
Cairns
Townsville Coomera

Broome

Johannesburg

Brisbane

Geraldton/Dongara

Perth
Port Lincoln

Port
Adelaide

Portland

Sydney

Lakes Entrance
Melbourne
Wivenhoe

Auckland
Waikawa

Invercargill
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Smart propulsion
As a continuous innovator, ZF is preparing for the next
generation of marine propulsion systems as well as
intelligent connection solutions that will further improve
productivity and efficiency for different segments and
markets. Extending high-performance mechanical systems
with digital services opens up new potential to optimize
the productivity of marine operations.

Condition monitoring

Real time diagnosis
Online error management

Vision of intelligent propulsion management
ZF develops a concept of the connected propulsion system as a contributor to the overall
vision of “Intelligent Mechanical Systems”.
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New technologies
As a technology company, ZF dedicates considerable
effort to innovative approaches in all its product fields.
ZF anticipates that one of the current big mega-trends,
the trend toward “digitalization”, will not turn out to be
just a show-item, but that the high rate of innovation
will soon lead to stronger demand. As such, ZF accepts
this challenge and combines mechanics, electronics
and digital technologies for industrial applications. High
performance mechanical systems are turned into smart
systems by using ZF’s digital know-how and electronics
competence. Through their connectivity features these
“Intelligent Mechanical Systems” will enable performance optimization of the overall system.

ZF Padova s.r.l.
Via Penghe, 48
35030 Caselle di Selvazzano (PD)
Italy
Phone +39 049 8299 311
info.zfmarine@zf.com

ZF Marine Krimpen B.V.
Zaag 27, P.O. Box 2020
2930 AA Krimpen aan de Lek
The Netherlands
Phone +31 180 331000
info.zfmarine@zf.com
www.zf.com/marine

twitter.com/zf_group
facebook.com/zffriedrichshafen
youtube.com/zffriedrichshafenag
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